
A Ghost Story A dead man (Casey Affleck) returns home to haunt his wife 
(Rooney Mara), manifesting as a ghost wearing a sheet with eyeholes over 
his head. He remains stuck in the house even after she moves out, and 
observes different sets of occupants over the course of several decades. At 
the same time, he tries to communicate with a ghost living in the house 
next door. Lionsgate
Batman vs Two-Face A former Gotham D.A. goes on an evil rampage in the 
city, with all his choices determined by flipping a coin. Batman and Robin 
race to find out his mysterious secret identity while also battling the usual 
suspects, like Catwoman, Riddler and the Joker. Adam West and Burt Ward 
provide the voices for Batman and Robin. Warner
Starship Troopers Traitor of Mars Cmon you apes, you wanna live forever?! I 
have only one rule. Everybody fights, no one quits. The bugs have breached 
Mars and the Federations Fleet is too far to help. Its up to us to save the 
planet. On the bounce, Troopers! The only good bug is a dead bug! Oorah! 
Casper Van Dien and Dina Meyer return as the voices of Johnny Rico and 
Dizzy Flores alongside comedian and Starship Troopers superfan DeRay 
Davis in an all-new military adventure from the writer of Starship Troopers 
and Robocop, Ed Neumeier. Sony
Transformers The Last Knight With Optimus Prime gone and a war brewing 
between mankind and the Transformers, Cade Yeager (Mark Wahlberg) 
teams up with a British astronomer (Anthony Hopkins), a university 
professor (Laura Haddock), and the Autobot known as Bumblebee to save 
the world from a terrifying new threat. Along the way, the group investigate 
the secret history of the Transformers' time on Earth. Josh Duhamel, Isabela 
Moner, Stanley Tucci, and John Turturro co-star in action sequel from 
director Michael Bay. Paramount
Captain Underpants George and Harold are fourth-grade BFFs who love 
dreaming up funny pranks. One day, they accidently their principal into 
believing he's a dimwitted hero named Captain Underpants. But when the 
new schoolteacher turns out to be a disgrace scientist bent on ridding the 
world of laughter, George, Harold and Captain Underpants must band 
together to stop his evil agenda! Dreamworks
2 Broke Girls Season 6 As one of televisions top comedies, 2 BROKE GIRLS 
continues for a sixth season with street smart and sarcastic Max Black (Kat 
Dennings) and sophisticated and intelligent Caroline Channing (Beth Behrs), 
who have become part-owners of the Brooklyn diner. Though Han (Matthew 
Moy) is having trouble with their new status, Earl (Garrett Morris) is getting a 
big kick out of it. The girls have also turned their cupcake window into a 
dessert bar (emphasis on bar), and they will be working around the clock to 
get their budding new ventures off the ground. Despite their demanding 
schedules, theyll still leave plenty of time for some old loves and new 
prospects. Meanwhile, Sophie (Jennifer Coolidge) and Oleg (Jonathan Kite) 
are busy being new parents. Warner
Night of the Living Dead 50th Anniversary The nation is overcome with 
panic as all of the dead suddenly come back to life, searching for human 
flesh to devour. A group of individuals searching for safety are followed on 
their journey to an abandoned farmhouse in attempts to remain protected, 
but their attempt begin to dissipate as zombies find their way inside. Mill 
Creek
The Prison After a fatal accident, Yu-gon, a former police inspector, is 
sentenced to hard time in a prison he once helped fill. Once inside, he 
discovers the entire penitentiary is no longer controlled by the guards, but 
by a vicious crime syndicate that breaks out at night, using their prison 
sentences as the perfect alibi to commit intricate heists. Looking for revenge 
against the system that placed him inside, Yu-gon joins the syndicate... but 
with every man out for himself, how long can the perfect crime last? Well Go
Legend of Bruce Lee Volume 3 Legend of Bruce Lee: Volume Three continues 
where Volume Two left off. The series stars Danny Chan (Shaolin Soccer and 
Ip Man 3) as Bruce Lee, Michelle Lang, Gary Daniels (Zero Tolerance), Ted 
Duran, Natalia Dzyublo, Wang Luoyong, Hazen McIntyre, Ray Park (Star Wars: 
Episode I), Tim Storms, Micheal Jai White (Falcon Rising), Traci Ann Wolfe, 
Mark Dacascos (Drive) and Ash Gordey. Well Go
The Game Changer Two escaped prisoners join one of the most powerful 
gangs in Shanghai, the Green Gang, as the right-hand men of the head boss 
Mr.. Tang. When Mr.. Tang tries to gain total control over business dealings in 
Shanghai, he discovers his closet allies are not who they seem and turn 
against his own men to protect his power. Well Go
Charlotte's Web Fern is one of only two living beings who sees that Wilbur is
a special animal, while she raises him - the runt of the litter - into a terrific 
and radiant pig. As Wilbur moves into a new barn, he begins a second 
profound friendship with the most unlikely of creatures - a spider named 
Charlotte - and their bond inspires the animals around them to come 
together as a family. When the word gets out that Wilbur's days are 
numbered, it seems that only a miracle will save his life. A determined 
Charlotte, who sees miracles in the ordinary, spins words into her web in an 
effort to convince the farmer that Wilbur is "some pig" and worth saving. 
Features the voices of Dakota Fanning, Julia Roberts, Steve Buscemi, Steve 
Oedekerk, Thomas Haden Church, Cedric The Entertainer, Kathy Bates, Oprah 
Winfrey, John Cleese, Andre Benjamin, Robert Redford, et al. Paramount
Michael Jackson Searching for Neverland Based on the best-selling book, 
Remember the Time: Protecting Michael Jackson in His Final Days, and told 
through the eyes of Jackson's trusted bodyguards, Bill Whitfield and Javon 
Beard. The movie will reveal firsthand the devotion Michael Jackson had to 
his children, and the hidden drama that took place during the last two years 
of his life. Stars Chad L. Coleman, Navi, Sam Adegoke Lionsgate
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